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Dear Friends, 

 

On behalf of The Cambridge Russian-Speaking Society we would like to express our full-

hearted gratitude to all members and friends of our community, who have kindly 

contributed their works in support of our mission.  

 

We are delighted to present a varied collection of artworks created by local artists. Made 

by both professional artists and beginners and covering a wide range of pieces from 

portrait to calligraphy, the artworks have been produced by various techniques utilising a 

variety of materials from oil to ink and mixed media.  

 

This is a wonderful opportunity to discover our members’ talents and acquire original 

artwork to brighten up your homes or perhaps as a present for this forthcoming Easter.  

 

We have also extended the range of items on offer to include a few art and craft pieces 

kindly donated by members of the local Russian-speaking community.  

 

We hope that you will be able to find something that catches your eye or simply enjoy 

exploring the catalogue and connecting to the online preview event on 19 March. Please 

join us for this celebration of art and community, and show your appreciation to the artists 

for their work and generous hearts!  

 

The proceeds from the auction of the original works will be shared with the artists, and of 

the donated items will fully go towards supporting the activities of CamRuSS. 

 

We will donate 10% of the accumulated funds to Gift of Life Charity which helps children 

and young adults in Russia to beat cancer and life-threatening blood disorders.  

 

The auction will start at noon, 12 March on HTTPS://WWW.JUMBLEBEE.CO.UK/CAMRUSSARTSALE2 

and will run until midnight, 26 March. Please register on this website with your e-mail address 

to be able to place your bids. 

 

A selection of listed items will be presented live on 19 March at 19:00 in our online 

presentation:  

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0kf-mgqT8pG9AY8RZPZH03zMmZ8OIINM2L 
 

Please register in advance. 

 

Feel free to share this invitation with your friends and family. 

 

For more information, please visit our website http://www.camruss.com/en/events/camruss-

easter-art-sale-12-26-march-2021/ 

You can pay for your purchased item by BACS or PayPal. The buyer covers the cost of 

shipping. Free delivery might be available within Cambridge (subject to agreement). 

 

https://www.jumblebee.co.uk/camrussartsale2
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0kf-mgqT8pG9AY8RZPZH03zMmZ8OIINM2L
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Ekaterina Antipina-Turner was born in the Siberian city of Irkutsk, 

which is located near the famous Lake Baikal. After graduating from art school, 

she entered the Faculty of Architecture of Irkutsk Polytechnic University. Ekaterina 

works as an interior architect, and at the same time, she is engaged in graphics, 

painting and screen printing. Her creative works are in private collections in 

Russia, Great Britain and Austria. 

 

 

Lot 1. A slice of happiness. Screen print with pastels on top, paper, 68x51cm, 

£80  
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Lot 2. Olkhon Island. Chernysh. Liner, watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm, £50 
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Lot 3. Olkhon Island. A Fish factory. Liner, watercolour on paper, 25.5x38cm, 

£50 
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Irina Autumn is a self-taught artist from Bedfordshire. The Asian flavour 

distinguishing her individual style is down to the artist’s Uzbek origins. After the 

tragic loss of a loved one, Irina took up abstract painting as her hobby, which 

helped her to cope with grief and move forward. In her creative process, she 

loves experimenting with new products and techniques, constantly exploring new 

colour effects and various materials as a support to her abstract compositions. 

‘I want to create for people, for art lovers, for those who appreciate and value 

the uniqueness of abstract art. I would like to give an opportunity to viewers to 

interpret my art based on their own experiences.’ 

Instagram: #irinascreation Facebook: @Irina’s Creation E-mail: kalina_12@yahoo.com 

 

Lot 4. Nebula. Mixed media with glowing effect on MDF, 50x60cm, £125  

 

mailto:kalina_12@yahoo.com
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Lot 5. All seeing wisdom. Mixed media (resin, stones, gold leaves) on wood 

board, 25x32cm, £38 
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Lot 6. Retro Vogue. Mixed media, pebeo, 38x48cm, framed, £65 
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Svetlana Baibekova is a local artist and a member of Cambridge 

Drawing Society, whose career spans over forty years. Using various materials to 

build up the textured surfaces of her paintings, Svetlana creates decorative works 

full of energy and colour also bringing into play the effect of the third dimension. 

Her works can be hung together as a unit of a more complex structure, but each 

individual work is also self-contained. Svetlana exhibits her work at the Society's 

annual shows at the Guild Hall and in the Michaelhouse Church. More of her 

works can be found on http://www.svetlanabaibekova.com 

 

 

 

Lot 7. Daily bread and coffee. Acrylic on board, 25x36cm, £120 
 

 

 

http://www.svetlanabaibekova.com/
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Lot 8. Chicken. Mixed media on wood, framed, 33x44cm, £120 
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Lot 9. Still-life with garlic. Acrylic on canvas, 20x26cm, £90 
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Lot 10. Surprised Kitten. Acrylic on canvas, 20x29cm, £80 
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Lot 11. Lilac. Acrylic on canvas, 30x40cm, £100 
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Lot 12. Still-life. Acrylic, silver leaf on board, 48x57cm, framed, £120 
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Lot 13. Still-life with coffee pot. Acrylic, copper leaf on canvas, 20x50cm, £90 
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Lot 14. Yellow lantern. Acrylic on canvas, 36x46cm, framed, £90 
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Lot 15. Warm evening on Kos. Acrylic on canvas, 19x27cm, £80 
 

 

Lot 16. Bridge in St. Petersburg. Acrylic on canvas, 30x30cm, framed, £60 
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Lot 17. Thaxted. Acrylic on canvas, 23x40cm, framed, £60 
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Lot 18. French garden. Acrylic on canvas, 19x27cm, £50 
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Lot 19. Scottish plaid. Mixed technique on board, 25x53cm, framed, £90 
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Lot 20. Gold fish. Acrylic, gold leaf on canvas, 20x25cm, £60 
 

 

Lot 21. Wooden fish. Acrylic on canvas, 23x30cm, £40 
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Lot 22. Cat with persimmons. Acrylic on wood, 29x34cm, £200 
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Marina Burrell studied History and Philosophy of Art at Moscow and Tallinn 

(Estonia) Universities, as well as the Open University in the UK.  She also obtained the 

Certificates in Life Drawing and in Printmaking from the Cambridge Regional College. 

She organised and contributed to the CamRuSS Art exhibition in Cambridge and had 

a personal exhibition in Huntingdon. ‘My favourite genre is portraiture as it helps 

examine the human soul’. As one of the founders and the first Chair of the Cambridge 

Russian-Speaking Society, for several years Marina made portraits of members and presenters of 

CamRuSS. The two portraits donated to CamRuSS auction were created as illustrations to her current 

lectures in Russian History and Culture. 

 

Lot 23. A male nude in green. Oil on paper, 59.5x84cm, mount, £180 
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Lot 24. A mermaid turned into a girl. Acrylic on paper, 30x40cm, £70 
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Lot 25. A male nude in purple. Acrylics on paper, 59.5x84cm, mount, £120 
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Lot 26. Looking into the past. Acrylic on paper, 30x40cm, £70 
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Inga Dolgilevich was born in Latvia. Her first degree was in beauty therapy. 

Since 2010, she has been living and working in Cambridge. The intricate patterns of 

her works presented for the auction are informed by the training in fine jewellery, 

which she received at Cambridge Regional College.  

 

. 

Lot 27. Mandala I. Watercolour pencils, paper, velvet, 40x50cm, framed, £35  
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Lot 28. Mandala II. Watercolour pencils, paper, velvet, 40x50cm, framed, £35 
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Lot 29. Mandala III. Watercolour pencils, paper, velvet, 40x50cm, framed, £35 
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Vera Evstafieva is a typeface designer, calligrapher and artist from 

Russia, now based in Cambridgeshire. Coming from a family of artists and 

architects, Vera studied at Moscow State University of Printing Arts and later 

took the Type and Media course at KABK in the Netherlands. 

Exploring various creative ways, Vera makes ink drawings and calligraphic 

pieces with a variety of brushes. She enjoys the power of black and white in 

both drawing portraits and still lifes and in designing letters. She explores 

transparency and colour interaction in her CMYK calligraphy series. Vera’s 

main interest is type design as she works on original fonts both for long texts and headlines for almost 20 

years. She produced designs for Moscow street signs, for the Google Play Books app and for a number 

of publications of Moscow museums. 

 

 

Lot 30. No man is an island. Watercolours, broad brush on paper, 27х38cm, 

£40 
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Lot 31. Pussy willows. Ink and brush on paper, 21x30cm, mount, £40 
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Svetlana Jeffery graduated in physics from Kazan State University and 

after moving to the UK twenty years ago she trained as a valuation surveyor. Her 

life-long interest in creative process of making art took her to an interior design 

course at Hills Road College, Cambridge, followed by her first, self-taught, steps in 

painting. Over the last few years, she has been taking private lessons in painting. 

She likes to find something that catches her eye, observe and remember the 

details, colours and forms and try to express this in her works.  

 

 

Lot 32. Spring is here. Watercolour on paper, 21 x 22cm, £35 
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Lot 33. Art of cocktail. Acrylic on paper, actual painting 14x20cm, £30 
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Lot 34. Splash – is glass half full or… Acrylic on black paper, 21x29cm, £25 
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Lot 35. Orbs in the darkness. Acrylic on black paper, 21x29cm, £20 
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Lot 36. Sunflowers. Pastel on paper, 24x24cm, £30 
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Lot 37. Grantchester mist. Pastel on paper, 21x29cm, £35 
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Natalia Kaliazina graduated from the Leningrad Polytechnic Institute. Five 

years ago she started oil painting and two years ago Natalia started to study 17th 

century oil painting style at the St. Petersburg studio directed by Arina 

Daur.  Natalia’s main job is an accountant. She also teaches maths and Russian at 

the Cambridge Russian School.  

 

 

 

Lot 38. Free copy of Granadas by Antonio Ponce. Oil on linen canvas, 

30x40cm, framed, £500 
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Lot 39. Road to summer. Oil on canvas panel, 25.4x30.5cm, framed, £100 
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Ludmila Perlova is a professional interior and furniture designer. She received 

a thorough art education including at a children’s art school, followed by a 

secondary art school affiliated with the Leningrad Academy of Arts and, finally, the 

Estonian Academy of Arts. She has been teaching art to children and adults for the 

last 13 years. Although her personal interests lie in portraiture and figurative art, 

Lyudmila teaches various techniques, including painting with oil, acrylics, 

watercolours and pastels, drawing, graphics and sculpture as well as collage, wool 

and mixed media. 

 

 

Lot 40. Still Life 3. Sketch. Monochrome. Oil, canvas on board, 30x30cm, 2016, 

£35 
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Lot 41. Landscape 1. Sketch. Oil pastel, paper, 23x38cm, 2016, £30 
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Lot 42. Still Life 2. Sketch. Monochrome. Oil, canvas on board, 30x40cm, 2016, 

£40 
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Lot 43. Life Drawing 1. Sketch. Oil, canvas on board, 30x40cm, 2016, £40 
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Lot 44. Still Life1. Sketch. Oil, canvas on board, 25.3x30.5cm, 2016, £35 
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Lot 45. Landscape 2. Sketch. Oil on stretched canvas, 23x30.5cm, 2016, £40 
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Lot 46. Still Life 4. Sketch. Monochrome. Oil on canvas ~27x30cm, 2016, £40 
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Lot 47. Landscape 3. Old Prague. Acrylic on mountboard, 20x28cm, 2014, 

£30 
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Valentin Rusinov, having graduated from the art school of St Francisc in Riga, 

Latvia, worked as illustrator for HOP! magazine and tried his hand at interior design. 

For the last ten years Valentin has been living in Cambridge. A few years ago Valentin 

graduated from a jewellery making course at Cambridge Regional College. He is a 

keen photographer and is interested in film photography and alternative photo 

printing techniques as well as history of photography. He is currently teaching art at 

the Cambridge Russian Academy. 

 

 

Lot 48. Sow. Charcoal on paper, 53x43cm, framed, £45 
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Lot 49. Lantern in Provence I. Cyanotype in Prussian blue on watercolour 

paper, 14.8x21cm, mount and frame, £30  
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Lot 50. Sow. Pastel on paper, 50x40cm, mount and frame, £60 
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Lot 51. Bike in Roussillon I. Cyanotype in Prussian blue on watercolour paper, 

14.8x21cm, mount and frame, £30 
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Lot 52. Bike in Roussillon II. Cyanotype in Prussian blue on watercolour paper, 

watercolour, 14.8x21cm, mount and frame, £30 
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Lot 53. Bananas and melons. Cyanotype in Prussian blue on watercolour 

paper, 21x14.8cm, £25 
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Lot 54. Mathematical bridge, Cambridge. Cyanotype in Prussian blue on 

watercolour paper, 21x14.8cm, £25 
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Lot 55. Lantern in Provence II. Cyanotype in Prussian blue on watercolour 

paper, watercolour, 14.8x21cm, mount and frame, £40 
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Lot 56. Mathematical bridge, Cambridge. Cyanotype on watercolour paper, 

21x14.8cm, £25 
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Lot 57. Melons and bananas. Cyanotype in Prussian blue on watercolour 

paper, 21x14.8cm, £25 
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Ludmila Sikhosana was trained in Russia as an art teacher. Her works 

are influenced by landscapes, local or further afield. She interprets her on-

location experiences into colourful and textural paintings of meadows and 

hills, flowers and trees. All of her works are produced mainly in oil on board or 

canvas. A local artist, she exhibits regularly with the Cambridge Drawing 

Society and teaches art at the Cambridge Russian School.  

 

 

Lot 58. Morning sun. Oil on board, 40х50cm, framed, 2020, £285 
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Lot 59. Sunflowers. Oil on canvas, 50x70cm, framed, £285 
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Lot 60. Gog Magog. Oil on board, 40x50cm, framed, £240 
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Lot 61. Fen Ditton meadow. Oil on canvas, 40x50cm, framed, £240 
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Theodora Volokhova is an artist and photographer living in Cambridge. 

She holds a BA in fashion design from the State University of Technology and 

Design, St. Petersburg, Russia. She worked for many years as a clothing designer 

and conservator/restorer for Russian museums and churches and received further 

education in fine art and classical painting. 

 

Lot 62. Horse in Crimea. Oil on canvas, 40.6x50.8cm, £130 
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Lot 63. Ussuriisky tiger. Oil on canvas, 40x40cm, £100 
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Thomas Arthurton was born in Norwich, Norfolk. He is currently a 

fifth year student of the St. Petersburg Academy of Fine Arts where he 

specialises in portraiture.  Thomas completed a Masters in the History of 

Art at the Courtauld, London. He began his artistic journey self-taught 

with an interest in landscape painting before moving to France to start 

informal training as a painter frequently working beside Jacques Gatti 

(1927-2015).  There followed a brief stay in Florence where Thomas was 

introduced to Russian painting and drawing, and subsequently won a 

scholarship at the Repin Academy, St. Petersburg. Thomas was a finalist in the 2020 BP Portrait Award 

at the National Portrait Gallery and exhibits at the Mall Galleries, London. His work is held in collections 

within the UK, Spain, France, Russia and USA. His work can be viewed via Instagram: @arthurtonthomas 

 

 

Lot 64. Sketch of an old factory on the Yekateringofka River. Pen and Ink on 

Paper, 28x21.5cm, 2018. Donated by Thomas Arthurton. £80 
 

This sketch was of an obsolete but interesting factory I came across out walking whilst exploring St. 

Petersburg.  I believe it to be the Gutuevskaya Cloth factory from the 1800s.  I was taken by the 

silhouettes of the chimneys, towers and roof tops, viewed from the far side of the Yekateringofka River.  
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Lot 65. Portrait of Galina Mikhailovna. Oil on canvas, 50x48cm, 2020. Donated 

by Thomas Arthurton. £140 
 

As a child Galina lived through the Siege of Leningrad.  As a young woman she worked as a 

seamstress for the USSR, Union of Architects.  Despite the hardships witnessed Galina has maintained a 

strong faith in humanity which I found inspiring and the reason I wished to paint her.  The composition, 

colour and use of paint is reminiscent of works undertaken during the period of Soviet Realism.    
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Arts and Crafts 

 

Lot 66. Bunny with carrot. Imperial Porcelain Manufactory, St. Petersburg. 

Porcelain, 5x9cm, with gift box. Donated by Ksenia Afonina. £20 
 

 

Lot 67. Pendant ‘Flowers’, Rostov. Silver and enamel, 1.5x0.8cm, with gift box. 

Donated by Ksenia Afonina. £18 
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Lot 68. Northern Russia, L. Dobryakov. Oil on birch bark, 20x10cm, framed. 

Donated by Yelena Karl. £15 
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Lot 69. Russian landscape. Over 300 different shades of precious and semi-

precious stones on marble, 19x24cm, framed. Donated by Ekaterina 

Onatskaya. £40 
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Lot 70. A pair of candlesticks. Kasli cast-iron, Russia, 1990s, 7x17cm. Donated 

by Natalia Budanova. £40 


